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FORT DDt., ·~J ·1954

Yo~
rerember a clock
.
. -

you never saw
tuned and turned
Black forest works
· a metronome
. · for mixing ·cake ;
·· ,On quarter hours
· a~ · \'!UCkoo called,
at ' ll .p.m.
.
there·
was
the
wi~ding.
.
.
Sometimes. you'' d forget
.. . the wafer walls
.
lose your children
in paper rooms,
think their names but
neighbors coughed and
stopped your voice ;
you'd picture veterans
from years in Germany
on your borrowed sofa
watch you get a broom
sweep and sweep
acres of linoleum
so they'd feel at home.
:
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DAWN, NAUSET BEACH

Your bare feet
leave a new trail
only the sea will take.
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LONG LAKE PHOTOGRAPHS
The.r·e were loons on the lake
Blue Mount~ins to pass .;md
native Americans who 'went by
boat from one shor~ to . the .othe r.
Clean clear water, black flies,
cool nights, July 4th week
twelve thousand days ago.
Hands to hold, wa~ers to swim,
clothes as new as wedding VOl·ts.
Walks to take, canoes tc float.
His hair sunbleached, nose burned pink.
Pro:: Jrtses, whispers. F':t.elds of hay.
My nair in braids. The shutter snaps.
Late sun slants; leaves of ·amber,
bzanches black ... Oh the city
l-1as hot. But w~, n~ver went back.

